Allied fractal - Signal 731-40 engines to HE. Mr. Dr-HC Jakob OETAMA"\(^1\) WH- MAKSOED\(^2\), Prodi of Physics UI, Depok 16415- West JAVA

— Firstly :*) Boeing 85 % probability wind 4 Pax-ISA conditions NBAA for ‘highly efficient AlliedSignal 731-40 engines of SpX, herewith adopts Beeckman –D to Beechjet 400A usually used by HE. Mr. Prof. Dr-Ing B.J. HABIBIE by “per se”. For “Fractal signals & Space-time Cartoons” planned to be presented April 17, 2016 in SouthFoyer Room, Salt Lake City- UTAH, the US ever retrieved M. Riebe, \textit{et.al}: Deterministic Quantum Teleportation with Atoms", \textit{NPG}- 2004. Further, for poetic ‘fractal Heart’ in an coincidences are “the hardest thing in the World to understand is the income TAX” notion from Albert Einstein to “Tin'Tin" through Gilles Holst & “dimer Holstein” as well as took a terms of reference of Liu & Zhang: Adiabatic Limits & Foliations” to relates infinite Hund coupling to suji leafs of dracaena angustifolia courtesies of Willybrordus Surendra Rendra.

\(^1\)Heartfelt Gratitudes to HE. Mr. Prof. Ir. HANADOJO
\(^2\)Inherently coincides with ”the —AST—RAN = —O—OTAN/NOMICS ” from 1718 Captain Daniel Beeckman for Beechjet 400A, herewith Ibnu HASAN bin Abdulkadir NUH: "Panduan Shalat", Dec - 2007 sufficient denotes Yannick NOAH/ATP
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